Aims. This is the first paper in a series to prepare the equation of state formalism based on the formulation of the Feynman-Kac representation for solar-physics applications.
Introduction
This paper is the first of a series devoted to the study of the equation of state based on the formalism of the path integral in the framework of the Feynman-Kac representation. This formalism leads to a virial expansion of the thermodynamic functions in powers of the total density of a Coulomb plasma (Alastuey & Perez, 1992; Alastuey et al., 1994 Alastuey et al., , 1995 . The path-integral approach is the latest in a row of attempts to improve the equation of state for stellar interiors. There have not been many astrophysical applications of that formalism so far. One study (Perez & Chabrier, 2004) was an application to the screening enhancement of nuclear fusion, the other was a precursor of the Send offprint requests to: Asher Perez present series of articles (Perez & Däppen, 1995) , addressing the basic feasability of the formalism to improve the equation of state. Here we start a more systematic and thorough application of the Feynman-Kac representation. It is well known that stellar modeling requires thermodynamic quantities that are smooth, consistent, valid over a large range of temperatures and densities, and incorporate the most important astrophysically relevant chemical elements. The major equation-of-state efforts of the last 20 years were made in the context of the two most recent opacity recalculations.
The international Opacity Project (OP; see the books by Seaton, 1995; Berrington, 1997 ) is one of these efforts; it contains the so-called Mihalas-Hummer-Däppen equation of state Däppen et al., 1988; Nayfonov et al., 1999; Trampedach et al., 2006, hereinafter MHD) , dealing with heuristic concepts about the modification of atoms and ions in a plasma. Specifically, in MHD the destruction of atomic states is modeled, on the one hand by neutral species according to excluded volume, and on the other hand by Stark dissolution due to the surrounding microfield. Possible open parameters in MHD are therefore the atomic and ionic radii (which can be chosen to match observations) as well as the strength of the assumed microfield distribution. For more details see Trampedach et al. (2006) .
The OPAL project pursued at Livermore is the other opacity effort. In contrast to MHD, its underlying equation of state has relied on the so-called physical picture, which is built on the notion of fundamental particles only, that is, electrons and nuclei. It provides a systematic method to include nonideal effects. Its so-called ACTEX ("activity expansion") equation of state (see Rogers, 1986; Rogers et al., 1996; Rogers & Nayfonov, 2002 , and references therein) became part of the OPAL opacity project at Livermore (Iglesias et al., 1987; Iglesias & Rogers, 1991 , 1993 , 1995 . For this reason, the ACTEX equation of state is hereinafter referred to as the OPAL equation of state. As mentioned, OPAL is a physical-picture formalism, starting out from the grand canonical ensemble of a system of the basic constituents (electrons and nuclei) interacting through the Coulomb potential. Any effects of the plasma environment on the internal states are obtained directly from the statistical-mechanical analysis, rather than by assertion as in the chemical picture.
But that also means that in the physical picture there is not much room for adjustable parameters.
The equation of state for solar and stellar structure and seismology has to be formally precise and consistent, even before the question of the accuracy of the physical description is asked. It has to satisfy four conditions: i) a large domain of applicability (in ρ, T ), ii) a high precision of its numerical realization, iii) consistency between the thermodynamic quantities, and iv) the possibility to take into account relatively complex mixtures with at least several of the more abundant chemical elements. These requirement are generally easy to satisfy with relatively simple formalisms, such as the popular, widely-used CEFF equation of state (Christensen-Dalsgaard & Däppen, 1992) , which is an offspring of the widely used Eggleton-Faulkner-Flannery (EFF) equation of state (Eggleton, Faulkner & Flannery , 1973) .
However, the demands from helioseismology are such that formal considerations are not sufficient. Rather, even state-of-the-art equations of state such as OPAL and MHD are not adequate (Däppen, 2006) , and improvements are still necessary. One possibility is to merge good features of OPAL and MHD (Starostin et al., 2003; Liang & Däppen, 2003; Liang, 2004) . Another possibility is the Feynman-Kac representation. Like OPAL, it is a physical-picture equation of state, but based on virial density expansions evaluated by the path-integral formalism, unlike the activity-expansion based OPAL. However, like OPAL, this new approach is within the framework of the grand canon-ical ensemble. Basically, the Feynman-Kac representation states the equivalence between a pointcharge quantum system and a classical one made of extended filaments. This formalism allowed the calculation of all non-ideal contributions to the equation of state systematically, exactly, and analytically. However, since its thermodynamic functions are derived by virial-like expansions in powers of density, its domain of validity is limited to a temperature and density regime close to the conditions of full ionization. OPAL is not subject to this limitation because it is based on activity expansions and the introduction of quasi-classical approximations.
Despite the aforementioned limitation to nearly fully-ionized matter, the Feynman-Kac (hereinafter FK) approach can be applied to large parts of stellar interiors. In this first paper we examine in detail the attainment of full ionization. We begin with recalling the main steps of the formalism of the path integral and we derive the expression of the pressure in terms of the density with up to order ρ 5/2 included. The expression of the pair correlation function at short distance is also given in order to introduce different criteria on the validity of this formalism in the case of solar type stellar interiors. In the third part, we introduce and define various validity criteria dealing with screening effects, bound states, recombination of fully ionized ions and exchange effects.
Following these numerical results, we show, in the last part, that within this formalism, it is possible to determine the occurrence of recombination processes under solar conditions. We examine, in particular the chemical elements that are either sufficiently abundant (mainly H,He, C, O, N, Ne, Fe ) or are otherwise relevant (Be!). For each of these elements, we study the whole family of ions.
The Path-integral formalism in the framework of the Feynman-Kac representation.
In many situations, stellar matter can be described in terms of quantum plasmas made of electrons and nuclei. In this part, we recall the main steps of the path integral formalism in the FK representation (Alastuey & Perez, 1992; Alastuey et al., 1994 Alastuey et al., , 1995 (Abe, 1959; Meeron, 1958) , we then obtain a formal diagrammatic representation of the MB quantities which are, formally, term-to-term well-behaved.
The second step of this approach is articulated in the evaluation of the exchange contribution.
Exchange effects are evaluated perturbatively via Slater sums. Use of the FK representation leads to the appearance of open filaments (impurities) immersed in a bath of closed filaments described by MB statistics. This problem can be dealt with using the method that is explained in the MB case to inhomogeneous situations.
Collecting all the contributions arising from both the MB and the exchange treatment, we get the required systematic virial-like expansion of the equation of state including screening, diffraction, bound states and exchange contributions (related to the fermion or boson nature of the particles) to the ideal gas. The expression of the pressure is then given up to order ρ 5/2 included, (ρ being the overall density of the system). At this order in density, we are able to describe precisely all effects describing bound states, diffusive and exchange processes involving two elementary particles.
2.1. The model 2.1.1. The grand-canonical partition function
We consider a multicomponent system S with an arbitrary number of species made of point parti-
cles. Each particle of species α (an electron or a nuclei in the most general case) is defined by its mass m α and carries a charge e α and a spin σ α . Two charges e α and e β separated by a distance r interact instantaneously via the usual two-body Coulomb potential e α e β v c (r) with v c (r) = 1/r. The corresponding Hamiltonian for the N interacting particles confined in a box with a volume Λ is
where i = [ In the framework of the Grand-Canonical ensemble, the grand-partition function of the finite system reads
where β = 1/k B T is the inverse temperature, µ α the chemical potential and N α the number of charges of species α (we have N = α N α ).
In Equation (2), the trace T r Λ is taken over all the states satisfying the above boundary conditions and symmetrized according to the statistics of each species. It turns out that the diagonal terms with respect to the space configurational representation describe Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics and those which come out from off-diagonal terms (also named "rectangle" terms) describe contributions arising from the Fermi or Bose statistics according to the spins of the related particles. When the thermodynamic limit (TL) is reached, the bulk pressure P and the number density ρ α of species α are deduced from the former grand partition function Ξ Λ and read respectively
with z α = exp(βµ α ), the activity of species α.
This TL is reached Lieb & Lebowitz (1972); Lieb (1976) when the volume Λ → ∞ (assuming that β are µ α are kept fixed ) and if the system contains, at least, one species obeying Fermi statistics (Lenard & Dyson, 1968) . It comes out, correlatively, that the system is overall neutral, i.e. 
where
) is the classical action in the potential −V for a path r(t ′ ) going from r to r ′ during the time t = i β.
By the change t = sβ and parameterizing the path according to: r (t) = r + λ ξ (s) with λ = (β 2 /m) 1/2 , Equation (5) leads to the so-called Feynman-Kac (FK) representation Simon (1979) :
In Equation (6), the potential (s)) is obtained from the external potential V(r) introducing the new internal degree of freedom ξ(s). By a specific choice of the new dimensionless variable ξ(s), we can define a Gaussian measure D(ξ) of the Brownian bridge process which defines the functional integration over all the dimensionless paths ξ(s) subjected to the constraint ξ(0) = ξ(1) = 0. This measure is normalized to 1 and its covariance is given by:
The structure of Equation (6) shows that the parameterization of the space variable r (t) with the dimensionless path ξ suppresses the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian to the benefit of a constant factor in the right-part of the equation. The resulting expression is composed, only, of a functional of the classical potential V ⋆ .
In that context, it is very natural to interpret exp[−βV * ( ξ )] as the Boltzmann factor associated with a classical closed filament located at r and with a shape parameterized by ξ(s). Let's point out in Equation (6), that the quantum matrix element written in the left-part of the equation can be expressed, in an equivalent manner, in terms of a functional of the classical potential.
This achievement allows us to rewrite, for more general purpose, a perturbative series of the grand-partition function Ξ.
2.3. Virial expansion using the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics 2.3.1. The MB grand partition function
As noted in the introduction, we only consider MB statistics. The corresponding grand-partition function Ξ
MB
∧ of the system S is given by the space-configurational expression:
before, expression of Equation (6) can be easily generalized to the N− body case. In that case, the FK representation of the diagonal matrix element of exp(−βH N ) reads
where v(E, E ′ ) is the overall potential of two filaments in states E and E ′ (E stands for a generic
This potential is obviously different from the electrostatic interaction energy between two uniformly charged filaments, because the average of v c is taken over positions at the same "time" s.
However, this potential reduces to the regular Coulomb potential at large distances, i.e. v(E, E ′ ) ∼ 1/|r − r ′ | when |r − r ′ | → ∞ since the modification during a time interval of the shapes of the filaments is not distinguishable at large distance and can then be replaced by points.
Rewriting Equation (8) of the grand-partition function Ξ MB ∧ using the FK matrix element expression of Equation (9) leads to a sum over the states of S * weighted by Boltzmann factors associated with the filaments' interactions. In this sum, it is quite natural to define the phase-space measure for each filament as dE="dα"drD(ξ) and to set z(E) = (2σ α + 1)z α /(2πλ 2 α ) 3/2 for its fugacity. The above sum is then identified as the grand-partition function Ξ * ∧ of the equivalent system S * made of classical filaments, i.e.
We observe, at this level, the total equivalence between the grand partition function calculated in the quantum point-particles system and the grand partition function defined within the classical filaments system. In fact, in this latter formulation, the quantum mechanical aspect of S MB is hidden in the complex nature of the filaments. These extended objects describe quantum fluctuations of the point particles and according to this formalism, we stress that the interactions between the filaments are strictly of the two-body type.
This situation is indeed advantageous because it now allows a perturbative expansion of the grand-partition function in powers of the fugacity of classical objects interacting exclusively via two-body type potentials.
Virial-like expansion, re-summation of the long-range Coulomb divergences
Within the above equivalences which follow from the FK representation, the equilibrium properties of the quantum system S can be studied by applying the usual methods of classical statistical mechanics to S * . Indeed, the system of closed filaments is isomorphic to an ordinary classical system of point objects with two-body interactions. In S * , the position r is replaced by the generalized coordinate E. The familiar calculation rules introduced by Meeron and Abe remain unchanged, apart from this simple substitution, because all the quantities of S * behave as commuting c-numbers (the operator structure of quantum mechanics "disappears" in the FK representation).
Like in the classical case, all the above Mayer-like graphs diverge because of the long-range
Coulomb nature of the filament-filament potential. In previous papers Alastuey & Perez (1992) ; Alastuey et al. (1994 Alastuey et al. ( , 1995 ; Alastuey & Perez (1996) , we have shown that the corresponding series can be reorganized in series of finite re-summed graphs. In this part, we just sketch the main steps of this virial-like resummation method and refer the reader to the previous papers for a more elaborated presentation of this resummation procedure.
First, considering MB statistics and the resummation procedure, the Ursell function
of S * is calculated in terms of the one-filament densities. The density expansions of the MB thermodynamic functions of S MB are then evaluated via standard identities.
The two-point Ursell function h(E a , E b ) of S * is defined as usual by
It can be represented by a series of Mayer graphs Γ in terms of the filament density
The Γ's graphs are defined via familiar topological prescriptions, where the usual points are now replaced by filaments. Each graph is built with the two root filaments E a and E b and n field filaments E 1 ,...,E n which are integrated over. Each field filament E i has a statistical weight ρ(E i ).
Two filaments are linked by at most one f -bond. According to this topological prescription, each Γ graph is connected and does not contain articulation filaments.
It appears, that the contribution of each graph Γ is divergent because of the non-integrable 1/rdecay behaviour of the Mayer bond f . Following the same procedure as the one introduce by Abe and Meeron, the resummation procedure starts with the following decomposition
where f C is the Coulomb shape-independent bond f C (|r − r ′ |) = −βe α e α ′ v C (|r − r ′ |). This useful decomposition brings the truncated bond f T into the game. By construction f T decays as 1 / |r − r ′ | 3 when |r − r ′ | → ∞. Inserting Equation (14) in each graph Γ, we obtain a new representation of the Ursell functional h(E a , E b ) in terms of graphsΓ built with bondsf which maybe either
Since f T is almost integrable, the divergences in theΓ-diagrams are induced only by the other non-integrable bondsf . They are of the same type as those encountered in the purely classical case and can be eliminated via the same mathematical recipe [first introduced by Mayer (1950) and Salpeter (1958) ], i.e., the resummation of all the convolution chains built with the Coulomb bond
This procedure transforms the whole set ofΓ-diagrams into a set of new graphs Π built with re-summed bonds named generically F. It turns out that for any Π graph, only four kinds of resummed bonds F have to be considered. The single chains with ending bonds which are either f C . In particular, the fist re-summed bond F D reads:
We stress that, contrarily to F D and λ ξ. ▽F D which decay exponentially fast (like φ D essentially) the bonds F DIP and F R are found to decay algebraically as 1/r 3 when r → ∞.
The re-summed diagrammatic expansion of the two-point correlations of S is immediately obtained by inserting the previous Π-representation of the Ursell functional h(E a , E b ) in the identity
In Equation ( In order to take into account the exchange effects due to Fermi or Bose statistics, we have to take into account properly the contributions to the thermodynamics functions coming from the effect of statistics. Consider Equation (2) of the grand-partition function over the properly symmetrized states |R N σ N > s in configuration and spin spaces. These states are defined via the usual Slater sums
In Equation (17), P α is a permutation of (1...N α ), P α (i) = (P α (k), α), and E α (P α ) is either 1 if the particles of species α are bosons (σ α integer) or the signature (±1) of P α in the Fermion case (σ α half integer). ⊗ means a tensional product over the one-body states |r σ z > describing a particle localized at r with the projection of its spin along a given Z-axis equal to σ z (σ z may take (2 σ α + 1) values). Using Equation (17), we obtain
Since the Hamiltonian H N does not depend on the spins, the spin-part of the matrix elements contributes the trivial degeneracy factor
> which only depends on the pairs of permutations (P α , P ′ α ). The Slater-sum representation of Equation (18) of Ξ ∧ allows a natural identification of the exchange effects. Indeed, the "square" terms (P α = P ′ α for any α), where the diagonal matrix elements of exp(−βH N ) in configuration space appear, obviously correspond to MB statistics. A "rectangle" term (P α P ′ α for at least one species) involves the exchange of n particles (n ≥ 2). The corresponding matrix elements of exp(−βH N ) are off-diagonal with respect to the positions of the exchanged particles. In the language of the filaments, the structure of the FK representation of this off-diagonal matrix elements can be interpreted as opened filaments F α kl associated to the exchange of a particle α from position r k to position r l . The shape of F α kl is parameterized by ω
which describes a path of the exchanged particle in the genuine Feynman path integral (ω kl (0) = r k and ω kl (1) = r l ). The above closed filaments E are again associated to the non-exchanged particles.
For instance, if one considers the off-diagonal matrix element < r 2 r 1 r 3 . . . r N | exp(−βH N )|r 1 r 2 r 3 . . . r N >
which corresponds to the exchange of two particles, there appear two opened filaments F α 12 and F α 21 and (N-2) closed filaments E z ,..., E N . This inhomogeneous situation can be dealt with along standard perturbative techniques where the reference system is the homogeneous bath S * described in the previous section.
Exchange contributions up to the order of ρ

5/2
The exchange effects are taken into account by inserting the Slater expansion of Equation (2) of Ξ ∧ in the grand-canonical expression of Equation (3) of βP. This gives βP = βP MB + ∞ n=2 E n , where E n is the contribution of n exchanged particles. According to the impurities point of view, E n may be expressed in terms of density ρ * (E a |F kl ) of S * in presence of n opened filaments F kl . Up to order ρ 5/2 , it's enough to calculate the first term E 2 . E 2 reads
In Equation (20), the first exponential represents the exchange contribution in the vacuum while the second one describes the many-body effects on the two-particle exchange. The structure of all the other E n 's is similar to the one displayed in Equation (20).
The diagrammatical method exposed in Section 2.3 can be extended to the inhomogeneous system S * in presence of the F 's. This provides a representation of ρ (E a |F kl ) in terms of graphs made of the n opened filaments F kl and closed filaments. The statistical weight of a closed filament is the density, ρ(E) of the homogeneous system. Two closed filaments are linked by at most one resummed bond F. A closed filament E and an opened filament F are linked by at most one "external"
Mayer bond (exp [−βv(E, F )] − 1).
The density expansion of E n follows from use of the previous diagrammatic representation of ρ(E a |F kl ). The integrals over the positions of the opened and closed filaments can be evaluated via a scaling analysis with respect to κ D . The resulting expression for E n takes the general form z n multiplied by a double integer series in (ρ MB ) 1/2 in ln ρ MB .
General structure of the density expansions
Collecting the contributions from MB statistics and the exchange one, we can formally deduce the virial-like expansion of the thermodynamic function. First, for evaluating the density expansions of the MB thermodynamic functions, it is convenient to start from
which expresses the free-energy per unit of volume in terms of the two-point correlations. In Equation (21), ρ MB T,g is calculated for a fictitious system S g where all the interactions are multiplied by the dimensionless coupling parameter g. Moreover the temperature and the MB particle densities of S g are identical to those of S. The insertion of the Π-representation of ρ MB T,g provides a diagrammatic expansion of the free-energy.
At this level, the Π-series for (β F MB /∧) do not constitute an explicit expansion with respect to the particle densities, because of the presence of the shape-dependent statistical weights ρ g (E). In fact, the functional ρ g (E) can be itself expanded in powers of the ρ MB α 's by expanding them in terms of the fugacities z(E) = z * α . Using again resummation process similar to the one describe in section 2.3, we obtain the right behaviour in power of the MB density. The MB pressure is then deduced via:
In order to take into account properly the overall dependence of the statistics, we have to add to Equation (22) According to the above scaling analysis, the contributions of a fully re-summed graph of the Π-type to a given virial coefficient, reduce to subgraphs built with bonds In Equation (23), Q(x αβ ) refers to the so-called quantum second-virial coefficient first introduced by Ebeling and co-workers (Ebeling et al., 1976; Kraeft et al., 1986) . 
while E(x αα ) is defined as the two-body exchange integral,
In Equations (24) and (25), h αβ is the one-body Hamiltonian of the relative particle with mass m αβ submitted to the Coulomb potential e α e β /r. The functions Q and E only depend on the temperature via the single dimensionless parameter (−l/λ).
2.6.2. Expression of the pair-correlation function to, and including, the order of ρ
5/2
Following the same procedure , the pair correlation can be deduced via a virial-like expansion.
Collecting the different contributions arising from the Maxwell-Boltzmann case and from the Fermi-Bose statistics, the expression of the overall reduced pair distribution function g α,β (ǫ) = ρ T (α, β, ǫ)/ρ α ρ β at a distance ǫ (ǫ << 1/κ D ) up to the order ρ 5/2 in density reads (Perez & Chabrier, 2004 ) Fig. 1 . Coupling parameters for electrons, protons, and helium nuclei from the center to the surface of the Sun. 
Here, Ei is the exponential integral defined by Ei(
The first terms of the equation correspond to the classical contributions of order ρ 5/2 in density beyond the Debye-Huckel term. The structure of these contributions to the pair distribution function doesn't give simple analytical form and the numerical calculations of the different coefficients I n (κ D , r) and 4, 7] ) as been calculated in (Perez & Chabrier, 2004) . In the last six lines of Equation (26), the short-ranged quantum contributions arising from the Fermi-Bose statistics are given. The ρ 2 shortranged term expresses essentially the quantum pair distribution function of the two fusing particles regardless of the screening of the surrounding charged particles. The following term corrects this latter term by taking into account the screening mechanism. At short distances, the exchange term becomes one of the leading contribution beyond the Debye screening term. • Landau length l αβ = βe α e β
• Bohr Radius a B = 2 /me 2 .
Here, the notation is standard, and there can be no confusion between β being both a label and 1/(kT ). Note that since we are now dealing with quantitative applications, we denote number density by the usual symbol n rather than the ρ that was used in the preceding theoretical sections of this paper.
First, we verify the well-known result that the plasma in the solar interior is indeed not strongly coupled. Figure 1 shows the coupling parameter
a standard solar model (Model S from Christensen-Dalsgaard, as described in ChristensenDalsgaard et al., 1996) . The index α denotes electrons, protons, and helium nuclei, respectively.
Nowhere does the coupling parameter Γ α come near to the critical value of unity.
Figures 2-4 show the degeneracy parameter n α Λ 3 α , again for electrons, protons, and helium nuclei, respectively.
Qualitative discussion of ionization and recombination
The third criterion, recombination is more restrictive than coupling and degeneracy. It is obvious that this low-density virial expansion cannot be used in the outer layers of the Sun, because of the recombination processes. To obtain a first estimate about where recombination sets in, we have plotted the result of the standard (ground-state-only) Saha equation
throughout the same solar model. As usual, N α , g α , and Λ α = h/ √ 2πm α kT denote the number of particles, statistical weight, and thermal de-Broglie wavelengths of the various species (here identified by the ion charge Z). χ Z is the ionization potential pertaining to the ionization reaction Figures 6-8 show the recombination fraction for hydrogen, helium, and the first two ionization stages of oxygen (as a typical representative heavy element). Clearly, at some point in the colder outside layers, our virial expansion must break down.
However, in the deeper layers of the Sun (and non-degenerate stars in general), we can verify that the weak-coupling and low-degeneracy criteria are fully satisfied and the limitation from the "recombination criterion" is totally negligible for the temperatures and densities of those regions. which heavy elements we decide to include, the limit position will slightly vary.
Secondarily, a knowledge of these limits also allows us to study selected recombination reactions in the framework of the FK equation of state. For instance, in the calculation of nuclear reaction cross sections, the ionization degree of the various nuclei plays a role, because the statistical presence of electrons around the nucleus modulates the reaction rate (enhancement factor).
This has consequences for solar physics especially with respect to the neutrino problem, where the reactions involving Be and B have to be know very accurately (Perez & Chabrier, 2004) .
Another application of the detailed limit temperatures is related to the choice of heavy elements that one includes in practical equations of state. In general, one restricts oneself to the more frequent heavy elements, such as C, N, O, Ne and Fe, but quite successful solar models were made without all of these elements. Only the most recent OPAL equation of state tables now contain Fe.
Given the fact that the thermodynamic signature of heavy elements is principally given by their number abundance, such approximations often work well, and they are chosen because of significant savings in computing time. Knowing when a given chemical element attains full ionization is helpful in assessing its role in the equation of state; therefore our results will serve as a guidance for the choice of relevant heavy elements for equation of state purposes.
Considering only the first quantum short-range correction (ρ 2 -term), we can estimate the upper limit in temperature, where two-body recombinations can occur in the low density limit (typically, we are describing reactions like A (Z+) + e − → A (Z−1)+ ).
In Table 1 , these upper temperature limits stand for different ionized elements that exist in the Sun. In fact, for any ion having the same degree of ionization, it is easy to show that this limit is roughly the same (one has to solve the equation Q(x αβ ) = 0, with x αβ ∼ −β 1/2 e α e β m 1/2 αβ / , m αβ , where the reduced mass is roughly equal to the electron mass in our study). Table 1 : Maximum temperature for a recombination process A (Z+) → A (Z−1)+ in the limit ρ → 0.
Note that these temperatures become, according to the Feynman-Kac Representation formalism, the exact upper limit for recombination in the limit ρ → 0.
The nature of the nonideal terms in the FK equation of state
As usual for a weakly nonideal plasma (see, e.g. Ebeling et al., 1976) , that the most important contributions beyond the ideal gas limit are the exchange terms, the Debye screening corrections, the short-range corrections and diffraction (in decreasing order of importance). Let us recall briefly the various conditions allowing us to check the nature of the short-range corrections for a given temperature and density.
• According to the truncation of our equation of state at the order ρ 5/2 , we are considering in this analysis only processes with two-body effects.
• It comes naturally, from the structure of the equation of state, that short-range quantum effects are totally disconnected from the other corrections. In that way, the study of these corrective terms at different orders in density informs us about the recombination and ionization processes. We guess, with the low density criterion established previously, that three or higher n-body effects can be neglected for the thermodynamic conditions occurring in the solar center.
• Another important conclusion from this preliminary analysis is that one has to be aware of the higher Debye corrections beyond the ρ 5/2 term. One has to assure oneself that the truncation proposed in this study is absolutely safe. A careful analysis of the virial expansion shows that the quantum short-range correction involving only the two-body virial coefficient Q(x αβ ) is an alternating series in ρ and is consequently totally convergent. In that sense, should we detect from these corrections a lowering of the pressure, we can be confident of the recombination process occurring at these thermodynamical conditions.
• In case of a stronger criterion on temperature and density, the three restrictive conditions above will be even better satisfied.
Conclusions
Despite the limitation to nearly fully-ionized matter the Feynman-Kac approach can be applied to large parts of stellar interiors. In those parts, it is especially suited to study screening effects, bound states, recombination of fully ionized ions and exchange effects. However, because of its limitations to nearly full ionization, it is rather difficult to put the FK formalism into practice.
Therefore, provisions to use a two-zone equation of state, with FK serving in the interior, and a more conventional one (for instance OPAL) in the outer layers. In the subsequent step, we will carry out an application to a fully-fledged solar model and comparison with helioseismic data. On a rigorous level, an even further step will be the calculation of the thermodynamic functions up to order ρ 3 in density, allowing to take into account exactly the three-body effects occurring in a moderately ionized plasma (for example, in the case of the Sun, the recombination of He ++ ).
Despite the technical difficulties involving hybrid equations of state, there are unique features in the FK approach that promise to make it the most exact, at least at certain locations inside the Sun.
Since helioseismology can localize effects, these future efforts have the potential to lead to better solar models and also to better solar constraints on the equation of state.
